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Abstract

The aim of this article is to investigate scientific literature with cases of vital teeth with
radiographically visible intra-bony defects involving the apex and to evaluate current treatment
options. This was a literature review of MEDLINE and Cochrane with no time restrictions. Two
reviewers performed the data extraction independently using data collection forms. Four clinical
case-control studies were found eligible and were included in the literature review. There are
three possible treatment options according to the analyzed studies: periodontal treatment after
root canal treatment; periodontal treatment only; and extraction and tooth replacement with
implant, tooth-supported bridges, or Maryland bridges. The outcomes in all published cases
showed a significant improvement in the most parameters regardless of the chosen treatment
method. The absence of an accurate method to define pulp vitality complicates treatment
selection. Further clinical studies are required to investigate treatment options for vital teeth
affected by endo-perio pathology with intrabony defects involving the apex.
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Introduction
Endo-perio lesions are frequent in daily
dentistry. Treatment options have been
discussed extensively in the scientific literature.
Endo-perio pathology was well described by
Simon et al in 1972 [1], and these authors
classified these cases as follows:
• Primary endodontic lesions
• Primary endodontic lesions with secondary
periodontal involvement
• Primary periodontal lesions
• Primary periodontal lesions with secondary
endodontic involvement
• Truly combined lesions.
Novel classifications have been offered by
various other authors [2, 3]. Most are based on the
primary disease and secondary effects. Clear
guidelines are suggested for treatment of endoperio cases when the primary disease is
diagnosed [4,5]. The primary endodontic lesions
have to be treated endodontically, and the
primary periodontal lesion has to be treated
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periodontically[5]. Treatment of combined
lesions depends on the structures involved in the
pathology. Root canal treatment is necessary
when the pulp is necrotic or previous endodontic
treatment is low-quality [5]. Periodontal
treatment has to be applied first when the
primary periodontal lesion is present [4].
However, there are some endo-perio cases that
are not studied in detail. One of these is vital
teeth with radiographically visible intrabony
defects involving the apex. These cases are very
delicate and require a multidisciplinary
approach. Radiographically visible defects
reaching the apex indicate the need for
endodontic treatment [4]. However, a normal
reaction to pulp sensitivity testing shows that the
endodontum is healthy [6]. Treatment options
from the endodontic and periodontal prospective
usually vary significantly, and it is very difficult
to determine a consensus. Moreover, there is a
lack of significant scientific literature on this
topic. As a result, teeth with this pathology are
often called hopeless and rarely treated [7]. The
aim of this article is to investigate the scientific
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literature for details on vital teeth with
radiographically visible intra bony defects
involving the apex and to determine suggested
treatment options.

Materials and Methods
The search strategy covered electronic databases
and identified articles published through
December 2017. No publication year was set.
The electronic databases search was carried out
in PubMed (MEDLINE) database and the
Cochrane library. The search keywords were:
endo-perio,
perio-endo,
endodontic and
periodontal, endo, perio, and intrabony defects.
There were 1493 articles identified (Figure 1).
The titles identified in the searches were

screened. If the title indicated possible
inclusion, then the abstract was evaluated.
After screening, 23 articles were assessed for
eligibility; 1027 articles were excluded because
their abstracts failed to correspond to the aims
of the study. Thus, 23 full-text articles were
evaluated; 19 articles were excluded because
they did not meet the inclusion criteria: clinical
studies (case report, case series, clinical studies),
vital tooth (teeth), radiographically visible
intrabony defects involving the apex. Two
reviewers working independently from one
another assessed all the citations. The studies
were selected for inclusion if they fulfilled all of
the above criteria. Thus, four articles were
selected
for
the
study.

Figure 1 Prisma Flow Chart showing the process of search and selection of articles included in this study.

Figure 2. Treatment options, follow-up time and outcome of the cases presented in selected studies
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Table 1 Treatment options, follow-up time, and outcome of the cases presented in selected studies

Author,
year

Condition before
treatment

Zehnder M
et al, 2002

-Tooth
26,intrabony
defect involving apex
of MB root; vital tooth
- Tooth 31, intrabony
defect involving apex;
vital tooth

Cortellini P
et al, 2011

Eun-Young
Kwon et al,
2013

-12
teeth
with
intrabony
defects
beyond the apex; vital
teeth
-24 “hopeless” teeth
extracted and replaced
with implants (14),
tooth
supported
bridges (8), Maryland
bridges (2)
-Tooth 14, intrabony
defect involving apex;
vital tooth

-Tooth 36, intrabony
defect involving apex
of D root; vital tooth
-Tooth 37, intrabony
defect involving apex
of D root; vital tooth
De Sanctis
M et al,
2013

137
teeth
with
intrabony
defects
extending
to
or
involving apex

Endodontic
treatment

Periodontal
treatment

Followup time

Outcome

18 years

-

Surgical debridement+
periodic non-surgical
periodontal
maintenance

6mm
clinical
attachment level (CAL)
gain in furcation area;
vital tooth

-

+

-

Surgical debridement+
periodic non-surgical
periodontal
maintenance in 3-4
month intervals
Surgical debridement+
periodontal
regeneration

-

3 years

5 years

5 years

5mm CAL gain on the
distal aspect of the
tooth; vital tooth

6,6±2,1 mm CAL gain
Abutment teeth of
eight tooth supported
bridges and Maryland
bridges PPD ≤3 mm;

radiographic
level
covering the
implant thread
+

+

Surgical debridement+
periodontal
regeneration

Surgical debridement+
periodontal
regeneration

+

-

9 months

6 months
Surgical debridement+
periodontal
regeneration
-47 teeth treated with
surgical debridement+
guided
tissue
regeneration (GTR)
-34 teeth treated with
surgical debridement+
enamel
matrix
derivative (EMD)
-56 teeth treated with
surgical debridement+
EMD+ bone substitute
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1 year

bone
first

remarkable
enhancement
of the bone density
around the affected
region
significant bone filling
around the distal aspect
of the distal root.
remarkable
osseous repair and an
enhanced radiopacity
4,9±1,0mm CAL gain; 1
non vital tooth

7 to 18
years

4,26±1,4mm CAL gain;
vital teeth

5,36±0,7mm CAL gain; 4
non vital teeth
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Results
There are three treatment options for treating
vital teeth affected by endo-perio pathology
with intrabony defects involving the apex
suggested in the selected articles:
These treatment options are described in more
detail below in
- Periodontal treatment after root canal
treatment
- Periodontal treatment only
- Extraction and replacement with implant,
tooth supported bridges or Maryland bridges
Periodontal treatment after root canal
treatment
Deep periodontal intrabony lesions with
secondary endodontic involvement usually
occur when the progression of a periodontal
pocket reaches the periapical tissues [11]. The
primary periodontal lesions with secondary
endodontic involvement generally end up with
pulpal irritation as they progress apically and the
pulp remains vital [1]. This is because when
pathologic changes occur in the pulp tissue
influenced by destructive periodontal disease,
the pulp usually does not undergo necrosis as
long as the main canal is not affected [13].
Periodontal regenerative treatment is one of the
treatment suggestions for these cases [4, 8-10].
Periodontal regeneration seems to be effective
in the treatment of one-, two- and three-wall
intrabony defects or in combinations of deep
and shallow defects. It can also be used in both
wide and narrow defects [12]. Most articles claim
that a growing amount of evidence indicates that
periodontal regeneration can result in long-term
retention of teeth with deep intra-bony defects
[13-16]
. The only problem is that there are only a
few studies analyzing the treatment of vital teeth
affected by endo-perio pathology with intrabony
defects involving the apex [4, 8-10]. Analyzing
treatment recommendations for these cases, the
authors suggest endodontic treatment for at least
three months before surgery (Figure 2).
Periodontal treatment only
There is an opposite opinion that even extensive
endo-perio pathology with apex involvement
and vital pulp should be managed only with
periodontal therapy [10]. From the endodontic
prospective, if the tooth is vital, then endodontic
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treatment would not have any impact on the
process of healing and is unnecessary [10].
There are studies stating that most teeth with
extensive
periodontal
disease
showed
pathological changes in the pulp [17]. In these
cases, the pulp remains vital even when bacteria
from the periodontium start to invade the
structure of the tooth trough possible pathways
connecting the endodontic and periodontal
tissues [17-20]. There are multiple branches
connecting the main root canal system with the
periodontal ligament: furcated, collateral,
lateral, secondary, accessory, intercanal and
reticular canals [20]. These accessory canals, as
well as dentinal tubules [20], are the main
possible pathways for the infection to spread
from infected periodontium to the healthy pulp.
However, from the endodontic prospective,
these are not the indications for endodontic
treatment.
As long as the pulp remains vital and the main
blood supply is intact, then endodontic treatment
can be considered overtreatment. Healthy pulp
restricts the diffusion of bacteria and
microorganisms as they invade the dentinal
tubules of devitalized teeth more than the
tubules of the vital tooth [21]. Endodontic
treatment should be performed only when there
are signs of irreversible pulp changes or
necrosis. There are some publications opposing
this opinion, and they tend to do endodontic
treatment prior to periodontal phase [8, 4] only for
prophylaxis. Monitoring of the pulp vitality
should be performed continuously during
treatment with endo-perio compromised teeth.
Endodontic treatment should only be performed
when there are symptoms of irreversible pulp
changes and necrosis. This treatment option was
investigated in detail by de Sanctis et al., (2013)
[10]
. They studied 137 patients with vital teeth
and isolated angular bony defects reaching the
apical third of the root length. The subjects were
treated only with guided tissue regeneration. At
a recall time of 7 to 18 years, only 5 teeth were
found to be non-vital [10].
Tooth extraction and implant placement
The literature suggests that periodontal
regeneration is a sensitive technique and is
burdened by a significant amount of clinical
failures or incomplete success [12, 22]. Therefore,
extracting and replacing a hopeless tooth with
an implant is a good alternative. It requires less
7
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time to see the results, and it is more predictable
than periodontal regeneration. In cases with the
huge alveolar bone loss, a highly skilled and
knowledgeable is needed. Cortellini et al. stated
that implant therapy was successful over 5 years
in replacing hopeless extracted teeth with deep
primary periodontal lesions involving periapical
tissues [8].

Discussion
We reviewed treatment options for vital teeth
affected by endo-perio pathology with intrabony
defects involving the apex. There are three
options: extraction and implant placement;
periodontal treatment only; and combined
endodontic and periodontal treatment. The two
latter options save the natural tooth and were
reviewed further (Table 1). In 2 out of 4
reviewed articles (15 teeth in total) [8, 9],
endodontic treatment was performed prior to the
periodontal phase (surgical debridement and
periodontal regeneration).
Follow-up time
varied from 0.5 to 5 years; all cases showed
healing. Only periodontal treatment was
performed in two out of the four [4, 10] reviewed
articles (139 teeth in total). The follow-up time
varied from 3 to 18 years. Healing was obtained
in all cases. All cases had healed, and thus both
treatment options are feasible. However, we
note that follow-up time and assessment of
outcomes varied markedly for the initial
situation.
These endo-perio cases are often called
hopeless, and most teeth are extracted. A tooth
that is maintained in the mouth could be
considered a positive outcome. The present
scientific literature on this topic is inconsistent
some of the cases seem to be occasional and do
not show reliable protocols. There is a lack of
high-level scientific evidence on this topic, but
the hypothesis is that endodontic treatment does
not affect the treatment outcomes of vital teeth
with bony defects reaching the apical third of
the root length.
The need for endodontic treatment is usually
decided after assessment of the pulp vitality.
There is a consensus and reasonable amount of
scientific evidence that a vital tooth cannot
cause periapical pathology and root canal
treatment cannot affect the healing. The problem
is that there are no scientifically approved
methods to define and measure pulp vitality.
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Some experimental methods are being tested
(pulse oximetry, laser doppler flowmetry) [23]
but they are not approved to be used clinically.
To date, the gold standard methods are pulp
sensibility tests [24]. The most commonly used
assay is the cold test, but it has many
limitations: It does not indicate the exact
histological state of the pulp and the responses
might be unreliable in traumatized teeth (acute
or orthodontic trauma), immature teeth with
open apices, older patients with calcified pulp
cavity, or teeth with extensive restorations [24].
The tests totally rely on a patient’s response, and
results are difficult to administer/compare [24].
The most important issue in endo-perio cases is
that it is impossible to assess pulp vitality in
different parts of the pulp with pulp sensitivity
tests,
i.e.,
in
multirooted
teeth
or
coronal/intracanal pulp. Even if the tooth shows
a normal reaction to pulp sensitivity tests, it is
possible that there is irreversible pulpitis or
necrosis in some parts of the pulp tissue.
If there is a false positive for pulp sensitivity
testing, then endo-perio lesions with endodontic
infection but without endo treatment might
cause a delay in periodontal healing. If we have
a false negative response, then endodontic
treatment could be considered overtreatment.
This is a big issue in modern today’s dentistry.
In the age of minimally invasive endodontics,
avoiding endo therapy when possible is the most
minimally invasive.

Conclusion
There is a lack of scientific evidence regarding
treatment possibilities for teeth affected by
endo-perio pathology with intra bony defects
involving the apex. According to this study, the
clinician has three options: periodontal
regeneration after endodontic treatment;
periodontal regeneration without endodontic
treatment; and implant placement. All of these
treatment strategies show good long-term
results. Each treatment option is technically
sensitive and requires a skilled and
knowledgeable operator. However, there are no
clear guidelines for choosing a treatment plan.
The absence of an accurate method to define
pulp vitality complicates the treatment selection.
Further clinical studies are needed to investigate
treatment options for vital teeth affected by
8
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endo-perio pathology with intrabony defects
involving the apex.
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